Outline of Alien
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The cargo ship Nostromo is in deep space when its seven-strong crew are woken from suspended animation to investigate a radio transmission, of unknown origin, emanating from a small moon in a nearby planetary system. The crew - especially mechanics PARKER and BRETT - resent the interruption to their normal duties but company rules require them to investigate any possible contact with intelligent life forms, or forfeit their pay. 

With some difficulty the Nostromo's satellite ship, the Narcissus, crash-lands on the moon and is damaged in the process. As PARKER and BRETT start repairs, an exploratory team of ship's captain DALLAS, Executive Officer KANE and navigator LAMBERT set out to follow the apparent distress signal to its course.  

The moon's atmosphere is hostile, with raging blizzards and short days; time is limited. The coolly detached Science Officer ASH watches them on a screen, while warrant officer RIPLEY tries to analyse the mysterious transmission. DALLAS, KANE and LAMBERT find an extraordinary sight: a crashed and deserted alien spaceship whose humanoid crew are all long dead - "they look like they exploded from the inside”. Ripley’s conclusions are disturbing: it seems to be not a distress call, as they thought at first, but a warning. She cannot communicate this to the team, however, as they have lost radio and video contact with them.

KANE discovers a vast underground chamber; on its floor is a group of leathery, egg-shaped objects. As KANE examines them more closely he sees some pulsating life form in one of the eggs. It cracks open and a creature leaps out, breaking open his helmet and covering his face. 

DALLAS and LAMBERT struggle back to the Narcissus, carrying the unconscious KANE on a makeshift stretcher. At the airlock, learning that an alien life form has attacked KANE, RIPLEY refuses to let them in. The crew's dilemma is acute: if KANE remains outside he will undoubtedly die; if he's brought in, the ship and crew could be contaminated. It's ASH who overrides RIPLEY's authority and opens the airlock door.

In the sick bay DALLAS and ASH examine KANE, but can do nothing for him. The alien takes the form of a hand, which covers his face, but includes a tube, inserted down KANE's throat, which is feeding him oxygen. The Alien has put KANE in a coma but is also keeping him alive. They’re terrified that if they attempt to remove it, he will die. When ASH tries to cut through one of the "fingers" with a laser scalpel the alien bleeds acid blood, which eats through two levels of the ship's structure before it can be stopped. As PARKER remarks, "Great defence mechanism - we don't dare kill it.” RIPLEY confronts ASH, asking why he risked their lives to bring the Alien aboard, but he defends his decision in the interests of science: having discovered an alien life form, they must study it.  

Abruptly the hand-thing "lets go" of KANE and is found, shrivelled and inert, in a corner of the sick bay. The Narcissus takes off from the moon and rejoins the Nostromo although repairs have not been completed. KANE recovers consciousness and, though hungry and thirsty, seems unharmed; he remembers nothing except "some horrible dream about smothering".  

Delighted at his recovery the crew have a meal together - but the celebration is short-lived. KANE begins coughing and choking, then convulses. A small, fearsome creature bursts out of his stomach, tearing him open and killing him, and escapes before the horrified crew can collect themselves. 

When KANE's body has been jettisoned in space, the crew divide into teams of three, searching the vast ship to try and track the Alien down. RIPLEY, PARKER and BRETT think they have captured something but it turns out to be RIPLEY's cat JONES. BRETT goes to find the cat, which has fled and just as he has found the terrified feline, the Alien kills him. 

The Alien is literally feeding on the crew and growing at an exponential rate. The Alien is using the ship's ventilation system to move around so - armed with makeshift flamethrowers - they plan to drive it into the main airlock and expel it into space. ASH has developed scanners, which show when any life form is near; but they only have a range of a few yards, making the Alien undetectable until it's really close. DALLAS volunteers to crawl through the ventilation system and track the creature down but as the rest of the crew watch, horrified, the Alien pounces and kills him.

With DALLAS and KANE dead, RIPLEY is now in command. Furious at the lack of help from Science Officer ASH, she goes into the computer room to talk to ship's computer "Mother". As she interrogates the system she comes across a numbered directive and learns that the priority imposed by the ship's company is to protect the Alien and return it alive. The crew are "expendable".

ASH has silently entered the supposedly secure computer room and is sitting next to her. RIPLEY confronts him, realising that he knows about, and is obeying, the directive he’s been protecting the Alien all along. She contacts the other two but as she goes to join them, ASH follows and attacks her with insane strength. PARKER and LAMBERT find them, PARKER swings an iron bar at ASH, decapitating him - and revealing a mass of wires. ASH is an android. At RIPLEY’s insistence they put ASH back together sufficiently so that he/it can talk, but he/it cannot suggest any way to defeat the Alien - in fact, logically, it is indestructible. He admires.

Without ASH to worry about, another option has become available; the crew can set the ship to self-destruct and hope that the Alien will be destroyed in the resulting nuclear explosion. They will abandon ship, using an escape pod, which only takes three people. PARKER turns a flamethrower onto the ASH/Android, burning it.

Whilst, PARKER and LAMBERT go together to collect supplies, RIPLEY goes to find the cat and puts him in a box. They are in radio contact and RIPLEY hears a commotion, then LAMBERT's screams, as the Alien attacks them. RIPLEY runs to the supply area, arriving to find her companions dead and the Alien nowhere to be found. She is the only human being left. 

RIPLEY goes to the bowels of the Nostromo to set the ships own self-destruct program in motion. She collects the cat JONES and makes her way into the escape pod, leaving the Narcissus seconds before the ship explodes. 

Numb with shock, exhausted, RIPLEY prepares to go into hyper sleep only to find that the Alien has got into the escape pod with her and is still very much alive. Changing into her space suit and strapping herself down she opens the airlock, and the Alien is sucked out into the vacuum of space; but it still clings to the ship. Only when she empties a tank of liquid nitrogen over it does it finally let go and fragment. 

RIPLEY records a message saying what has happened, listing her dead companion’s names, and puts herself and JONES into hyper sleep, drifting in space in the hope that someone, somewhere will pick them up.

THE END

